INTERNATIONAL DOLPHIN CONSERVATION PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW PANEL

49th MEETING MINUTES
Antigua, Guatemala
23 September 2010
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The 49th Meeting of the International Review Panel was held in Antigua, Guatemala, on 23 September 2010. The
attendees are listed in Appendix 1.
1. Opening of the meeting
Dr. Guillermo Compeán, Director of the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), opened the
meeting and requested nominations for Presider of the meeting.
2. Election of the Presider
Mr. Jeremy Rusin, of the United States, was elected to preside the meeting.
3. Adoption of the agenda
The agenda was adopted without changes.
4. Approval of the minutes of the 48th meeting
The minutes of the 48th meeting of the Panel were approved without changes.
5. a. Review of Dolphin Mortality Limits for 2009 and 2010
The Secretariat summarized the situation with respect to the allocation, reallocation, and utilization of Dolphin
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Mortality Limits (DMLs) in 2009, contained in Document IRP-49-05a. It was noted that no vessel had exceeded
its DML in 2009. Regarding the DMLs assigned for 2010, it was likewise noted that as of September no vessel
had exceeded its DML, and only one was close to reaching it.
b. Dolphin Mortality Limits for 2011
Mr. Brian Hallman, Deputy Director of the IATTC, stated that the requests for DMLs have to be made before 1
October, so it was not possible to evaluate at this meeting whether vessels were qualified for DMLs for 2011.
The Secretariat considers that this matter can be handled by correspondence, unless there were some special
situation that required further consultation. This proposal was referred to the Meeting of the Parties to the
AIDCP.
The United States expressed its concern that the entire IRP would not review this issue, since the consultation
would be only with the Parties and not with the non-governmental members. He recommended that in future the
meetings be scheduled to allow these matters to be reviewed at meetings of the IRP with all its members present.
6. Review of AIDCP List of Qualified Captains
The Secretariat presented Document IRP-49-06, Changes to the AIDCP List of Qualified Captains, which updates
the changes that have taken place between 15 October 2009 and 27 August 2010. During that period ten captains
were added, one reinstated, and none removed.
The need to notify the Parties promptly about captains that have received training and can be added to the list of
qualified captains was mentioned. The Secretariat explained that it follows a procedure approved by the IRP, and
can promptly inform vessel owners, upon request, of a captain’s history.
Colombia stated that it is necessary to review the procedures for training captains, since delays can occur that
cause difficulties for companies that cannot permit captains to fish until a regional training course has been held.
He proposed that the national programs carry out training and resolve last-minute problems and training
requirements. The United States noted that any changes to procedures must be carefully reviewed, and suggested
that the national programs meet to carry out this review.
The industry representative requested that captains be informed when they are included in the list of qualified
captains, and also that captains be allowed one more trip once it is decided to remove him from the list, so as not
to hinder the company’s operations. The Secretariat indicated that captains are informed of their inclusion in the
list, and the NGO representatives and the United States expressed their concern over a captain being allowed to
continue fishing after he has been determined to not be qualified..
In the end it was agreed to hold a meeting of experts from the IATTC and national observer programs to review
procedures for training and how the national programs can carry it out.
7. Review of observer data
The Secretariat presented the data reported by observers of the On-Board Observer Program relating to possible
infractions received and processed by the Secretariat since the Panel’s previous meeting. The Panel discussed
those cases that were not automatically referred to the pertinent Parties, and forwarded those that indicated
possible infractions of the AIDCP to the responsible government for investigation and possible sanction.
The following cases were discussed:
1. Trip 140902. Interference with the observer’s work due to verbal harrassment. Classified as a possible
infraction and added to the list of special cases.
2. Trip 141239. Interference with the observer’s work due to possible bribe attempt. The report made by
the observer after reaching port indicates that he was offered USD 3,000 for not recording discards of
small tunas. The case was forwarded to the corresponding Party for investigation.
3. Trip 140907. Night set in which 1,000 dolphins were captured with no mortality recorded and with a
malfunction that lasted 11 minutes. The case was forwarded to the corresponding Party for investigation.
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4. Trip 140999. Set with accidental capture and mortality of a false killer whale. No apparent rescue effort
was made, so the case was forwarded to the corresponding Party for investigation.
5. Trip 141343. Set on a floating object with dolphins involved by a vessel without a DML. Classified as
not a possible infraction.
6. (PRONAOP # 212). Sighting of a class-6 vessel that had forfeited its DML for not utilizing it apparently
setting on dolphins. The case was forwarded to the corresponding Party for investigation.
7. Sightings of Class-5 vessels. Three class-5 vessels were sighted by observers on other vessels setting on
marine mammals. All three cases were forwarded to the corresponding Party for investigation.
8. Sets on dolphins by a Class-5 vessel. The data were taken from the vessel’s fishing logbook. The case
was forwarded to the corresponding Party for investigation.
8. Review of actions by Parties on possible infractions reported by the IRP:
a. Actions taken since report at 48th meeting
The Secretariat presented Document IRP-49-08a, Responses to six types of possible infractions identified during
the 47th and 48th meetings, together with the record of responses since the beginning of the program. It was noted
that during that period there were three cases of observer harassment, in one of which the Party reported that there
was no infraction, and in the other two there was no response. In two cases of use of explosives, the Party
involved reported that the process was still open in these cases.
b. Status review of special cases
The Secretariat presented Document IRP-49-08b, Summary of pending special cases monitored by the IRP, in
which the status of the cases classified as special is updated. After reviewing the cases, the Panel decided as
follows:
1. Case 38-01. The Party reported that it had been decided not to apply a sanction to the vessel but to apply
one to the captain, who was dismissed. The Panel decided to remove this case from the list of special
cases.
2. Case 43-02. The Party reported that, in accordance with its laws, it had been determined that there was no
infraction. The Panel decided to remove this case from the list of special cases.
3. Case 45-02. It was reported that the concerned Party determined that there was no infraction in the case
of attempted bribery and that, as a consequence, it should not remain on the list of special cases.
9. Resolving a vessel’s possible infractions before a change of flag
The United States presented Document IRP-47-07, and indicated that it would ask to continue making progress in
this matter once the FAO Technical Consultation on Flag State Performance had met and made recommendations
in this regard. The Parties decided that in future it would not be an agenda item, and the United States would
request its inclusion when it had more information available.
10. Report of the Permanent Working Group on Tuna Tracking
The chair of this working group, Ing. Arnulfo Franco, presented his report of its 28th meeting of the IRP. It had
two recommendations: 1) remind the national observer programs of the importance of observers leaving a copy of
the Tuna Tracking Form (TTF) with the fishing captain if the national authority is not present to collect it; 2) urge
the Parties to ensure that the TTFs be delivered in the agreed manner and to the agreed schedule.
Ecuador reported a TTF received by its national authority, which did not match that of the authority of the
vessel’s flag government, and suggested that this be investigated by the competent authority of that government.
The Secretariat will contact the respective government to seek more information on this matter.
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11. Report of the Working Group to promote and publicize the AIDCP Dolphin Safe Tuna Certification
System
Lic. Bernal Chavarría, Chair of the working group, presented his report. The working group had two
recommendations for the IRP:
1. That the Secretariat accelerate the initiatives for finding sources of financing for the development of
promotional materials.
2. That relevant non-governmental organizations be included in the promotion of the label.
12. Other business
No other business was presented.
13. Recommendations for the Meeting of the Parties
The Panel approved four recommendations for the Meeting of the Parties:
1. Remind the national observer programs of the importance of observers leaving a copy of the Tuna
Tracking Form (TTF) with the fishing captain if the national authority is not present to collect it.
2. Governments should ensure that TTFs are delivered in the agreed manner and to the agreed schedule.
3. Agree the list of vessels qualified to receive DMLs in 2011 by correspondence.
4. That the Secretariat convene a meeting of experts from the IATTC and national observer programs to
review procedures for training fishing captains.
14. Place and date of next meeting
The next meeting of the Panel will be held on the occasion of the next meetings of the AIDCP.
15. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m. on September 23.
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Appendix 1

ATTENDEES - ASISTENTES
COLOMBIA
Carlos Robles
Ministerio de Agricultura y Desarrollo Rural
carlos.robles@minagricultura.gov.co
Vladimir Puentes
Ministerio de Ambiente, Vivienda y Desarrollo Territorial
vpuentes@minambiente.gov.co

Diego Canelos
Seatech International, Inc.
dcanelos@seatechint.net
Armando Hernández
Programa Nacional de Observadores de Colombia
dirpescalimpia@cable.net.co

COSTA RICA
Luís Dobles
INCOPESCA/Instituto Costarricense de Pesca y Acuicultura
ludora@ice.co.cr
Bernal Chavarría
Ministerio de Agricultura
bchavarria@bcvabogados.com

Asdrúbal Vásquez
Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganadería
vazqueza1@ice.co.cr

ECUADOR
Luís Torres
Subsecretaría de Recursos Pesqueros
luis.torres@pesca.gov.ec

Luigi Benincasa
ATUNEC/Asociación de Atuneros del Ecuador
luigibenincasa@gmail.com

EUROPEAN UNION - UNION EUROPEA
Marco D’Ambrosio
European Commission
marco.dambrosio@ec.europa.eu
Santiago Neches
Ministerio de Medio Ambiente, Medio Rural y Marino
neches@mapausa.org

Javier Aríz
Instituto Español de Oceanografía
javier.ariz@ca.ieo.es

GUATEMALA
Jorge Girón
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
jgiron@maga.gob.gt
Hugo Alsina
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
hugo@alsina-et-al.org
Bryslie Cifuentes
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
brysliec@hotmail.com
Estrella Marroquín
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
estrellamarroquin@hotmail.com
Dennis Dieguez
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
dennisgieguez@homail.com

Luís López
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
luis.paredes@gmail.com
Rubén López
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
rubenlopezbran@yahoo.com
Ivo Orellana
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
ivoorellana@gmail.com
Jorge Ruano
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
biojorge@yahoo.com
Guillermo Rodríguez
Rianxeira América, S.A
mahuad51@gmail.com

Juan Hernández
Ministerio de Agricultura, Ganadería y Alimentación
unipesca04@yahoo.com.mx
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MEXICO - MÉXICO
Mario Aguilar
CONAPESCA/ Comisión Nacional de Acuicultura y Pesca
mariogaguilars@aol.com
Michel Dreyfus
Instituto Nacional de la Pesca
dreyfus@cicese.mx

Luís Fleischer
Instituto Nacional de la Pesca
lfleischer21@yahoo.com

NICARAGUA
Armando Segura
Cámara de la Pesca de Nicaragua
capenic@ibw.com.ni

Julio Guevara
INATUN
juliocgq@gmail.com

PANAMA - PANAMÁ
Maricel Morales
ARAP/Autoridad de los Recursos Acuáticos de Panamá
mmorales@arap.gob.pa
Orlando Bernal
ARAP/Autoridad de los Recursos Acuáticos de Panamá
obernal@arap.gob.pa

Arnulfo Franco
FIPESCA
arnulfol.franco@gmail.com

UNITED STATE OF AMERICA - ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA
Malcolm Stockwell
U.S. Department of State
edstockwell@insightbb.com
David Hogan
U.S. Department of State
hogandf@state.gov

William Jacobson
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
bill.jacobson@noaa.gov
Jeremy Rusin
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
jeremy.rusin@noaa.gov

Randall Robinson
U.S. Department of State
robinsonr2@state.gov
Judson Feder
NOAA - Office of General Counsel Southwest
judson.feder@noaa.gov
Paul Ortiz
NOAA – Office of General Counsel
paul.ortiz@noaa.gov
Heidi Hermsmeyer
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
heidi.hermsmeyer@noaa.gov

Martina Sagapolu
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
martina.sagapolu@noaa.gov
Brad Wiley
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
brad.wiley@noaa.gov
Sarah Wilkin
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Service
sarah.wilkin@noaa.gov
Randi Thomas
National Fisheries Institute / USTF
rthomas@nfi.org

VENEZUELA
Lillo Maniscalchi
AVATUN/Asociación Venezolana de Armadores Atunero
lillomaniscalchi@yahoo.com
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OBSERVERS - OBSERVADORES
REPUBLIC OF KIRIBATI
Kintoba Teaero
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources Development
kintobat@mfmrd.gov.ki

Aketa Taanga
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources
aketatanga@gmail.com

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS - ORGANIZACIONES NO GUBERNAMENTALES
Cristobel (Kitty) Block
The Humane Society of the U.S
kblock@hsus.org

Rebecca Regnery
Humane Society International
rregnery@hsus.org

TUNA INDUSTRY – INDUSTRIA ATUNERA
Lillo Maniscalchi
AVATUN/Asociación Venezolana de Armadores Atunero
lillomaniscalchi@yahoo.com
Rafael Trujillo
Cámara Nacional de Pesquería
direjec@camaradepesqueria.com

Carlos Sánchez
CALVO Pesca - Grupo Calvo
carlos.sanchez@calvo.es

SECRETARIAT - SECRETARIA
Guillermo Compeán, Director
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
gcompean@iattc.org
Ernesto Altamirano
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
ealtamirano@iattc.org
Ricardo Belmontes
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
rbelmontes@iattc.org
Mónica Galván
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
mgalvan@iattc.org

Martín Hall
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
mhall@iattc.org
Brian Hallman
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
bhallman@iattc.org
Cynthia Sacco
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
csacco@iattc.org
Nick Webb
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
nwebb@iattc.org
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